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Description:
In The 62nd API China & Interphex China, the pharmaceutical necessities display area is obviously larger than the last activity, and quantity of participated enterprises also largely increased. Insiders held that rapid development of the pharmaceutical industry had an obvious effect on the pharmaceutical necessity industry. In recent years, domestic the pharmaceutical necessity industry has developed quickly, and will take on the trend of reorganization, rapid development, and gradual standardization. This report mainly analyzes the market scale, market segmentation and enterprise area distribution and national policy supervision of pharmaceutical necessities, and it puts forward the future development trend of China's pharmaceutical necessity industry.

Contents:
1. Brief introduction and classification of China's pharmaceutical necessities
2. Market scale of China's pharmaceutical necessities
3. Market segmentation of China's pharmaceutical necessities
4. Region distribution of China's pharmaceutical necessity manufacturing enterprises
5. Relative policy of China's pharmaceutical necessities
6. Future development trend of China's pharmaceutical necessities
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